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Dream Thin
Sample Interview Questions

For additional discussion points, see the detailed Table Of Contents following this page.

1.) Judging from your bibliography, you appear to be more of a physics guy than a weight loss
guru, so what made you enter the weight loss arena?

2.) What specifically was it that made you want to write your book DreamThin?

3.) Why did you call your book “Dream Thin”?

4.) Can anyone lose weight?

5.) Can people lose fat weight fast?

6.) Is the “Dream Thin” technique safe?

7.) Is Dream Thin filled with a bunch of technical mumbo jumbo?

8.) Are men and women different regarding fat weight loss?

9.) Are indigestion and acid reflex connected to excess fat weight?

10.) How did we all get so much fat on us?

11.) How does a person know what is right for them regarding losing fat weight?

12.) In your book Dream Thin, do you discuss any warning signs people can watch for that
indicate that they are slowly gaining fat weight?

Please mention: To get your own copy of Dream Thin - The Weight Loss Repair Manual - Lose
Weight While Sleeping visit RLindemann.com, or search “R Lindemann” on your preferred book
retailer’s website or wherever books are sold.

When searching, spell the name: “R space L-I-N-D-E-M-A-N-N”
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Introduction

The philosophy behind DreamThin is simple, true, and very
possible to achieve by anyone who seeks a better, healthier life. I
suppose any weight-loss program will have several steps you
must follow to achieve the holy grail of health—A perfect
weight!

Don’t think of properly done weight loss as some tedious
seven-step-program. True and lasting weight loss will come only
in understanding a set of very basic principles that we should all
abide by every moment of every day of our lives, including during
our sleep time. Weight loss doesn’t start with what you choose to
put in your mouth, but rather what you choose to put in your
head. That is to say, what you put in your mind.

Nearly all of us have witnessed scores of people spending
hundreds and even thousands of dollars on seven-step books and
memberships and special foods, only to watch most of those
people gain weight during nearly the entire process. Or they lost
some weight only to gain even back more than they lost to begin
with.

How is it possible that eating low-fat foods, drinking only
water and diet drinks, and even exercising ends in someone
getting bigger, rather than smaller? I feel quite confident in
assuming that if this did not happen to you, then you likely know
others and have observed this yourself while watching them
struggle, ultimately losing their battle with fat.

Yes, it can be done, and it will be done by anyone who wants
it. You don’t even have to want it all that bad, because you can
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easily do it when you get your thinking right. And then it
miraculously occurs on its own with little or no effort by you.

There are no hard and fast rules to follow to get the weight off
when living DreamThin. Just live the DreamThin Philosophy and
you are likely to win your own battle against excessive fat in all
of the wrong places. It really is very simple, and alas, “simple”
does not extract massive amounts of money from your pockets to
pad the pockets of others as we buy program after program and
meal after meal only to get even fatter and fear the scale the
evermore. When reading books having to do with anything
health related, it is important that you read and understand the
entire book and consult with your physician before making any
changes.

This book cuts through the fog of lies and reveals the many
not-so-secret “secrets” of those who seem to stay naturally fit
without even trying. And you can do it too!
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Chapter 1

Conceive the Right Ideas

Are you tired of exercising for a week or two only to find that
you actually gained the weight that you intended to lose? Angry
that the scale keeps taunting you? Are you fed up with your
mirror mocking you every time you set foot in front of it? Sick of
regularly upsizing your clothes? If so then you have come to the
right place.

But if you’re offended at the word “fat” in reference to a
person being overweight, then this book is probably not for you.
Overweight says nothing about why we are overweight, but “fat”
on the other hand, is very specific. Fat is not what you are, but
rather it is what you want to rid yourself of. If you get angry
when someone makes a comment that you’re fat, then you
probably believe that you are fat, rather than that you have fat
on you. And there is an important distinction between those two
views.

The DreamThin Philosophy is about getting your thinking
right above all else. Sure, this book will take you through some
more specific details you need to know that we are often not told,
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Chapter 2

Your Healthy Existence

We will discuss some of the problems with health issues in a
bit. For now though, I want you to realize that if you’re dead, you
will no longer be here. Being fat is not what kills you, it is the
side effects of being fat that steal away your life and joy. There is
a lot of confusion about what is healthy and what is not healthy
and what will make you fat and what won’t make you fat

High Fats & Cholesterol

It is believed that having eating habits that are high in
saturated fat can cause obesity. High levels of low-density
lipoprotein or “bad” cholesterol contribute, and at the same time
lower levels of high-density lipoprotein or “good” cholesterol as
well. Obesity is also associated with high levels of another blood-
fat called triglycerides. Over time, some of these blood fats can
assist the build-up of fatty deposits in your arteries throughout
your body. This is called atherosclerosis, which puts you at risk of
coronary artery disease and/or stroke. It is believed that
consuming these saturated fats will not in itself make you fat but
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Chapter 3

Working Towards a Higher State of Being

In the last chapter we discussed the issues of stress and self-
control, however, we didn’t really touch on how those sorts of
things make us feel. The way we feel is a very big part of why we
eat too much. We eat when we’re sad. We eat when we’re happy.
We eat when we’re nervous. We eat when we’re frustrated. We
eat when we feel ashamed. We even eat when we feel ashamed
about eating. We just like to eat!

Eating isn’t bad, and it never will be bad. But the quantity
that we eat is bad when it’s too much too often, and it will always
be bad when it’s too much too often. Maybe “bad” is the wrong
word because eating is not bad and without doing it you are
guaranteed death. Proper eating is one of the requirements of a
healthy life. It’s the quantity and frequency of our eating that
causes our problems, and often that is dictated by our feelings.

Our feelings can cause an avalanche of eating, and that is
something that we must guard ourselves against. When we
overeat we typically feel worse about ourselves, causing us to
over-eat even more.
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Chapter 4

The Way Things Happen

What happened? How did this happen to me? Look at my
pictures from years gone by, I was a skinny kid until...

That’s right “until”. Until what? Maybe we had children or had
a job in the food industry, or we liked all of the options for snacks
over the years. This list can go on quite a while, and we have
already discussed some of these reasons or at least aspects of
them, such as feelings of lost control etc.

I was Once Young and Fit

Most of us don’t realize this, but many of us will gain about
fifty pounds of fat-weight by the time we are about forty years
old–unless we are vigilant. And vigilance comes only with
knowledge and understanding. As a child, up until about the age
of about twenty years old, we are generally pretty active. We’re
busy playing and running around, maybe as a young child at play
or as an older child on sports at school. We didn’t have time to be
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Chapter 5

Breath of Silent Techniques

The functions of our amazing body-machines seem to have no
end. There are many very small functions that serve great
purpose that most of us will never know or even care about, but
these bodily functions dictate what our bodies will do with the
foods we eat. When we understand some of these basic
functions, then it makes ridding ourselves of that annoying excess
fat far easier and far faster than trying to do so without that
knowledge. Yet, there are many people who already have that
knowledge and still can’t lose the fat-weight they want to lose.
What’s the problem then? It is our lack of wisdom– especially
our cumulative societal wisdom.

I Just Want to Lose Weight... Now!

Many of us... No most, if not all, of us just want to lose weight
now! But we really don’t want to lose weight. What we really
want is to lose our excess fat. This might surprise many people,
but if you think of it like this it will clear things up a bit; I am
willing to bet that if your body looked like you imagine it to look,
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Chapter 6

Adding Up the Costs

It’s surprising how many of us never add up the costs of life.
Many of us experience a point in life where we struggle
financially and we eventually come to the realization that when
things were financially good, we nickeled-and-dimed our wallets
and spent a great deal of cash on meaningless items and
convenience. Those little things add up!

If you choose to visit the local coffee-house drive-thru, you
probably spend a few bucks for a simple drink. If you do that
every day during the work week for a year, you have wasted
roughly eight hundred dollars and have probably gained some
weight from it because it was likely not just a simple coffee, but
rather some sugar-laden latte. The same is true if you have a daily
soda on the way to work every day. Stop in at a gas station and
pay a few bucks for a drink, plus tax, and now you spent about
five hundred dollars in a year and probably gained a couple of
pounds along with it.

Our habits are costly and must be tamed if we want a long
healthy life. There is no need for anyone to join the irritating
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Chapter 7

Divide and Multiply Your Biology

Our bodies are incredible machines, and the cells within them
are even more incredible. Consider the embryo of a baby: When
conception occurs as the single sperm cell penetrates the single
egg cell, the most amazing thing begins to occur at the
conception moment as a type of spark flashes as discussed in The
Science Of God Volume 4 - Day Six - Evolution versus Man - In
Our Image. Then the cell quickly replicates itself by splitting off
and then each cell does the same again and again. This continues
all throughout our lives, our cells must divide to multiply and that
is how we grow and heal. Without this incredible function we
would all cease to be.

What is even more amazing is that once these cells are all in
place and continue to multiply, they find a rate of replication that
suits us as humans and we then stay roughly the same size and
form with the exception of our muscle and fat mass–both of
which we can control. Then as we eat our foods, these very same
cells take the cells and nutrients from the foods we eat and they
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Chapter 8

Things to Know About Your Body

The way we think about our bodies is often affected by our
personal beliefs. Some of these beliefs are nothing more than
inaccurate perceptions about the way we view ourselves in the
mirror. We inaccurately judge ourselves by the way we look. It is
true that when we are over fat-weight that there typically are
underlying personal issues that we are failing to deal with. But
we unfairly allow public perceptions and our own view of our
own weight to be our index of our worth as a human being.

Lying to ourselves by saying that “big is beautiful” in order to
attempt to boost our personal self-worth is a foolish lie to self,
and it only serves to slowly undermine our feelings of worth. Our
self-worth should never be tied to our weight, but it is for almost
every one of us. When we are over fat-weight we know that we
are letting ourselves down, we feel our own self-worth and self-
esteem being lowered more and more with every extra bite we
take. Big is not beautiful, it is generally unhealthy and no amount
of boisterous demanding otherwise on social media is going to
change this basic truth, but the person inside of that big body
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Chapter 9

Health and Mental Protections

We risk a great deal with our minor eating sins. Most of us are
not constantly stuffing our faces and we have gained very little
each year, but it has added up. In fact, most of us have been trying
to reduce our body fat for many years, if not for several decades,
but we fail because we don’t understand or even know many of
the basics explained in this book.

Most of us gain only a few to several grams per day and can
barely notice it until our clothes get snug, and then we up-size
our clothing one size after a few years to avoid the truth. But, as
we all know, clothes sizes are not particularly consistent, so we
blame it on clothing fit. Our fat gain puts our health at risk and
we need to protect ourselves, so we end up fooling ourselves by
getting great health and life insurance policies, imagining that
somehow this will keep us healthy and alive. But nothing could
be further from the truth. It’s not wrong to have these insurances,
but when we pretend as if they help us with our health, we are
sorely mistaken.
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Chapter 10

Be Committed

When we make a DreamThin Oath to ourselves we must be
committed to that Oath. When we fail in that commitment, we
sabotage ourselves. Our commitment to our Oath keeps us
focused allowing us to progress to our proper healthy fat-weight
loss goal. When our progress is visible, it reinforces our resolve to
stay committed to our own personal DreamThin Oath.

The best part is that once we understand some basic
information about our bodies and the foods that we eat, then it’s
easier to lose fat-weight. And when that fat-weight loss truly
begins, it gives us incentive to speed things up by adding a little
more activity to our day. Every minute of exercise is roughly a
nickel of payment to Fat & Co. A nickel doesn’t sound like much,
but a ten- to twenty-minute walk is worth around a fifty-cent
reduction of your Fat & Co. balance that you owe. Do this a
couple of times per day and at the end of the year you paid off an
extra three-hundred-fifty dollars. These things do add up and
they offer other health benefits as well!
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Chapter 11

You Receive what You Eat

Eating is one of the few pleasures that we all can enjoy, but we
all enjoy it a little too much. Our culturally-increasing waistlines
have been blamed on our culturally-increasingly sedentary desk
jobs. But at the same time that our computers entered the scene,
so did an onslaught of convenience food that all of us are all too
happy to have in the office or at our desks. And especially if we
have desk jobs, our access to high-calorie foods and meals has
been increased so much that it is almost impossible to not cross
paths with these foods many times throughout the day.

If we consume more calories than we need for the body’s
activity level, then we will receive what we eat in the form of
added fat.

Hunger

“Hunger” is mostly in the head. If you really want to lose your
fat weight then you must learn to deal with the sensation of
“hunger pains”. In truth, there are very few people in the
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Chapter 12

Your Guide to Success

We often seek out multi-step programs, telling us to do this,
and then that, with each step having a specific instruction. But if
we want to attack this fat-weight problem and properly deal
with it, then our best guide to success is going to be knowledge,
and more importantly understanding of that knowledge. Just
because we can recite chapter and verse of a medical journal does
not mean that we understand it.

The world is full of good books and weight loss programs with
steps to do this and steps to do that, but there are really only two
steps. First you must understand and second you must implement
that understanding. If you don’t cut your calories, or in some
other way cause a calorie deficit, it is impossible to lose the fat.
Exercise isn’t exactly cutting calories, but it does accomplish the
same thing; exercise causes the body to be short of calories
needed, causing a calorie deficit, thus allowing your body to begin
to use the energy stored as fat that hangs around the waistline
and other parts of the body.
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Female (5 feet 4 inches) Eating Exercise Cost in Hours:Mins
Snack Desc Calories Fat Co Walk Run SitUps

01 M&M (Plain) 1 Piece 4.3 $0.04 :02 :01 :03
02 Tootsie Pop 1 Lollypop 60 $0.60 :33 :12 :40
03 Doritos 1 Chip 14 $0.14 :08 :03 :09
04 Lay's (Original) 1 Chip 7.5 $0.08 :04 :02 :05
05 Oreo (Double) 1 Cookie 70 $0.70 :39 :15 :47
06 Cheetos (Puffs) 1 Cheeto 5.5 $0.06 :03 :01 :04
07 Hershey's Kiss 1 Kiss 25.5 $0.26 :14 :05 :17
08 Candy Corn 1 Piece 6.4 $0.06 :04 :01 :04
09 Candy Hearts 1 Piece 3.9 $0.04 :02 :01 :03
10 Wrigley's Gum 1 Stick 10 $0.10 :06 :02 :07
11 Pretzels 1 Pretzel 12.2 $0.12 :07 :03 :08

Male (5 feet 10 inches) Eating Exercise Cost in Hours:Mins
Snack Desc Calories Fat Co Walk Run SitUps

01 M&M (Plain) 1 Piece 4.3 $0.04 :02 :01 :02
02 Tootsie Pop 1 Lollypop 60 $0.60 :21 :08 :21
03 Doritos 1 Chip 14 $0.14 :05 :02 :05
04 Lay's (Original) 1 Chip 7.5 $0.08 :03 :01 :03
05 Oreo (Double) 1 Cookie 70 $0.70 :25 :09 :25
06 Cheetos (Puffs) 1 Cheeto 5.5 $0.06 :02 :01 :02
07 Hershey's Kiss 1 Kiss 25.5 $0.26 :09 :03 :09
08 Candy Corn 1 Piece 6.4 $0.06 :02 :01 :02
09 Candy Hearts 1 Piece 3.9 $0.04 :01 :01 :01
10 Wrigley's Gum 1 Stick 10 $0.10 :04 :01 :04
11 Pretzels 1 Pretzel 12.2 $0.12 :04 :02 :04

Exercise Rule of Thumb

Since every person is built differently and has differing
movement habits, a generalized chart can only roughly estimate
how many calories a body might burn when doing certain
activities. And because it is different for each person, it would fill
several books to do a comprehensive listing. So what we have
done here is to offer some basic median values for female and
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Chapter 24

Your Promise of Success

After we accept and speak the truths to ourselves and truly
convince ourselves that we can accomplish our personal perfect
weight, then we must make a solemn promise to ourselves that
we will stand by these truths and carry them out to fully
accomplish our healthy goals.

Why Lose Weight?

It is best if we lose weight for ourselves, rather than to please
others. It certainly doesn’t hurt to have others in mind, but that
dependency is typically not a good idea if it is the only reason we
lose the weight.

When we put our weight on their shoulders, then they control
it and if we at some point are frustrated with them, it can have
profound effects on our state of mind and on our fat-weight. But
when we lose fat-weight to please ourselves and for our own
health, then only we can affect our weight.


